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1. In [6], S. Ito has considered the following parabolic initial-boundary
value problem:

(1.1)

dt

= Σ *,/*, i) - - + Σ bfa t ) + c ( χ , t)u
f./=ι

dxidxj

'=*

8,xγ

in ΩxR+ with
(1.2)

α(#, ί) — (x, t)+β(x, t)u(x, t) = f(x, t)
dn

on

dΩxR+

where djdn is the derivation in the direction of outer co-normal and
(1.3)

a(x, *)>0, β(x, *)>0, a(x, t)+β(x, f) = 1 ,

and
(1.4)

u(x, 0) = MO(Λ:)

for

x^Ω .

He solved the problem by constructing explicitly a fundamental solution. We
wish to apply instead the well-known method of reducing boundary value problems to pseudo-differential problems on the boundary [5, Chapter XX for the
elliptic case, and [3,10] for the parabolic case]. In [7] we have analyzed in this
manner the corresponding degenerate elliptic boundary value problem and established the hypoellipticity of the appropriate pseudo-differential boundary operator; in fact, under assumptions such as (1.3), one easily sees that this operator
satisfies the condition for the existence of a parametrix with symbol in a suitable
space S£8(8Ω). The parabolic case, to be considered in the sequel, differs
from the elliptic case in two respects: (i) The boundary operator induced by
(1.2) is no longer invertible in an 5^δ(8ίlxΛ+) space - one needs weighted
classes of symbols as introduced in [1] (in fact vector weights are required; (ii)
The manifold 9ΩxR+ is a manifold with boundary 8ΩX {0} and a Cauchy
problem for a pseudo-differential equation has to be solved. We deal with
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these matters in sections 2 and 3, respectively, and establish existence, uniqueness
and smoothness of solutions to the problem (1.1), (1.2) and (1.4) in section 4.
One advantage of our approach is that we can consider cases where a and
β are not required to be real. The zeros of α can even be simple when regarded
as function of t (but have to be multiple as functions of x). We could also
discuss non-cylindrical domains (as in [10] and [11]) and higher order operators
(there the conditions become however much more involved). We do not treat
here the delicate question of necessity, dealt with in [8] (compare [7, p. 327])
for an example of an unusual problem).
A substantial part of the research described here was carried out while I
was visiting Japan. I am very much indebted to Prof. S. Mizohata, who in his
gentle way encouraged me to consider this problem; to Professors M. Ikawa,
C. Iwasaki and K. Taniguchi, for helpful conversations; to Prof. H. Tanabe,
for being my host; and to the Japan Society for the Promotion of Science, for
supporting my visit to Japan.
2. In this section we shall prove the hypoellipticity of certain degenerate
pseudo-differential operators of (weighted) order 1 defined on open subsets of
cylindrical manifolds of the form HxR where H is a J-dimensional manifold.
Denote the general point of HxR by (#, t)=(xl9 •••,#*, £)> ^e dual by
(f, τ)=(ξ1, •••,&, T), (where we have fixed a certain collection of coordinate
systems on H) and set
(2.1)

where a specific Riemannian metric has been chosen on the fibers of T*(H).
For an open subset X of HxR, let S*tptι(X) denote the class of all C°° functions
a(x, t, ξ, T) on XxRd+l such that for every compact KdX and each pair of
^-dimensional multi-indices a,β and two non-negative integers ad+n βd+i there
exists a constant C— C(α, /?, ad+19 βj+i, K9 a) such that
(2.2)

I *££!)(*» *> & τ

where p and δ are fixed constants satisfying l>p>δ>0 and |αf|=Σ?-ι^>
\β\=Ίj!j-ιβj,

and ^^=df Q^Dξof

d

^a. Note that S™pι8 coincides with

the (Beals) class defined by the weight vectors φ'1= =φίί=λp, Φd+1=\2py
φ1=" =φd = \-8ί φd+1 = \-28. The following is a generalization of Theorem
3.1 in [7].
Theorem 2.1. Let
(2.3)
where

p(x, t, ξ y r) - a(x, t)e(x, t, ξ, τ)+b(x, t, ξ, r)
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(2.4)

a(x, t)£ΞC~(X)

and a(y, t) = 0

for (y, t)^X implies Dx.a(y, ΐ)=Q, \<j<d. Assume further that
eEzSλtP>s where δ<^, that for every compact subset K of X and α, β, Oίd+ι>
there exists a constant C=C(a, ad+1, β, βd+1, K) such that for all (xy

(2 5)

!:#;;)(*> '* £>

and that there exist positive constants c, 6, such that
(2.6)

I a(x, t)e(x, t , ξ , τ ) \ + \ b(x, t,ξ,τ}\>c

if\>cy and
(2.7)

I arg [a(x, t)e(xy t, ξ, τ)/b(x, t, ξ, r)] | <π-B

if the argument in (2.7) is well defined and \>c.
Then there exists a positive constant C1 such that

(2.8)

I *(*,f,£,τ) I^Q

if \>c

and for every a, β, ad+1, βd+l and compact sbuset K of X there exists a constant
C2=C2(a, ad+l, β, βd+1, K) such that for all (x, t)^K and ξ, T such that \>c,
(2 9)

lί(AΛlθ(* '• f

τ

Proof. We shall denote by C any constant which is independent of #, ί,
ξ, T if (xy f)^K where K is a compact subset of X and λ(^, τ)>c. Note
first that
(2.10)

\t>(x,t,ξ9τ)\£C\p(x,t,ς,τ)\.

In fact, (2.10) is certainly true if b(x, t, ξ, τ)=0 or φ, t)e(x, t, ξ, τ)=0.
wise

where by (2.7) \[ae/b]+l\ is bounded away from zero.
inequality | ae \ < \ p | + | b \ implies also that
(2.1 1)

Other-

Hence the triangle

I a(x, t)e(xy t, ξ , r) | < C \ p(x, ty f , τ) | .

The estimate (2.8) now follows from (2.6) along with (2.10) and (2.11).
To prove (2.9), note first that 6eS°>p,5, δ<i, and (2.8) imply that if \>c
then

(2.12)

<C
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Thus we have to estimate only (wyfy^+^γ

(2.13)

By Leibniz's rule,

Σ

Vι^

=

Σ

( Σ

+

Σ

+

Σ

)

= Σ+Σ+Σ
0
1
2
By (2.5), (2.8), and (2.11),

\Σ\ = \a(*
(

}

<,C\a(X,

if λ>c and (ΛT, t)eK. If |γ| +27,,+!=! then |γ| = 1, 7ί+ι=0 and we use the
following essentially well-known
Fact. If a(x, t)<=C2(X) and a(y, ί)=0 for (j, ί)eJt implies Dtja(y, t)
=0, \<j<,d, then for every compact subset X of JY" there exists a constant
C(K) such that for all (x, t)(=K and
(2.15)

}DtJa(

The fact can be proved exactly as lemma 3.2 in [7] with ί appearing as a parameter. It follows from the fact and from (2.5) that if (x, t)^K then
I Σ I <c£\Dxja(x, 0| ^ k j j f c j f r f,fcτ)|
(2.16)

<C|<^, OI^(l+k(Λ?, ί, f,

But ^(.r, ί) is bounded on Ky and if \>c then by (2.8) and (2.11)
(2.17) \a(x, t)\*\e(x9 t, ξ, τ)\*£(l+\(ae)(x9

t, ξ, τ)|)/2<C |j>(*, ί, f, τ)|.

Inserting (2.17) in (2.16), recalling that e^SχtP>8 and δ<i and noting that
|/3|>1, we find that

n1
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Using (2.5) once more, we see that if X>£, (x, t)&K, then

(2.19)

But δ<i \7\ < \β\ , 7d+ι<βd+lί and for Σ2, \7\+2<γd+l>2.

Hence

or

(2.20)

1-

Z,

Applying (2.8) and using (2.20) in the exponent of (2.19) we obtain the estimate
1

V 1 SsO
^ Γ* I Ip(X,
4\(v> ΐ,+ ξ,
£
jI2lι|

O 9Ή
(Δ.ΔL)

The conclusion (2.9) now follows from (2.12), (2.13), (2.14), (2.18) and
(2.21).
As in [1], [4] and [9], we denote by L"_pιS(X) the class of (pseudo-differential)
operators P such that for every feC%(X) there exists a symbol pf(x, ί, ξ, τ)e
SZ,P,S(X) such that for all φ<=CZ(X)
(2.22)

P(fφ)(x, ί) = (2w)-<'+1> JJ e«* ^p,(X, t, ξ, τ)Φ(ξ, τ)dξdr .

Note that, as usual, the symbol of PeLχ ιpιδ (JY") is unique modulo S^tB =
Π w-o Sϊ"ι8(X).
In an analogy to (a special case of) theorem 4.2 in [4], we have
Theorem 2.2. Let P^L™ιpι8(X) and assume that the symbol p(x, t, ξ, T) of
P satisfies the inequalities (2.8) and

(2.9')

!;£:;(*, t, ξ, τ)\<c2\p(Xy t, e,

with 8<ρ.
hypoelliptic.

Then P has a (right and left) parametrix E&L*tPts(X) and P* is

Proof. By theorem 8.7 of [1], the operator P* is also in L^tPtB(X) and its
symbol p*(xy t, ξ, T) has an asymptotic expansion

(2.23)

\ , t, ξ, τ)~ ja ^o-

P x

in the sense that for any positive integer N,
(2.24)

Σ

?-

(μl)-1^,!)-1

d+1
l

Choosing N>(p—δ)~~ and using (2.9') we infer first that for λ sufficiently large

Y. KANNAI

I />* I is bounded away from zero.

Differentiating (2.24) we see that for all

+ι» β>

vw+w
-d)-~ \a\ p-2ad+1p+\β\p + 2βd+ld

By (2.9') and the fact that | $ \ is bounded away from zero for large λ we deduce
that (2.9') holds also for p* replacing p. Hence we have to construct only a
right parametrix for P (for the adjoint of a right parametrix for P* is a left parametrix for P). If A^L"tPt8(X), B^L™'ιpι8(X) and if one of them is properly
supported, then by theorem 8.4 of [1] their composition AB is in L^P^(X) and
the symbol a°b of AB has the asymptotic expansion
(2.25)

aob'
a a

d+ι

in the sense that for any positive integer ΛΓ,
(2.26)
Moreover, by the (local analog) of theorem 4.13 of [1], given a sequence a
S\^!8(P~8\X),j=Q, 1, •••, there exists a properly supported operator
with symbol 0eS? tPf a(-Y) such that α^Σ7-o Λ> (i.e., for every JV,

(2.27)

a- Σ ^
y</r

Hence it suffices to construct a symbol e(x9 t, ξ, τ)^S^tP>5(X)

(2.28)

such that

p°e-l£ΞSϊ~8(X)

and this will be achieved by first solving the recursion formulas
P(x, *ι f , T)^O(Λ?, ί, f , T) ~1 ,
(2.29) XΛ, ί, f, τ)ej+l(x, t, ξ, τ)~p(x, t, ξ, T)efa t, ξ, τ]-p^ej

for

and then setting £<^Σ7=o ^ (we say that a~b if α—
Define eQ(x, t, ξ, τ)=p(x, t, ξ, r)"1 if \(ξ , r) is sufficiently large and extend
the definition so that e0^C°°(XxRd+1).
Then eϋ is bounded and pe0=l for λ
sufficiently large. More generally

(2.30)

for λ sufficiently large. In fact, we can prove (2.30) by induction over
\a\ +ad+1+ \β\+βt+l (for a=ad+1=β=βd+l=Q it is just the boundedness of
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£0). Differentiation of the equation p(x, t, ξ, τ)eQ(xy t, ξ, τ)=l gives, when λ is
large,
ftp («,«rf+ι)_
yi Γ
~

ΛAAf+i), (<x-μ,ad+l-βd+l)

where CV.μ^.v.vrf+i are constants and the summation is extended over multiindices μy μd+l9 v, vd+1 with μ<a, μd+1<ad+1, v<β, vd+ι<βd+1 and \μ + v\ +
μ«H-ι +*></+! >0. Using (2.8), (2.9') and the induction hypothesis, we obtain (2.30).
We claim that more generally
(2.31)

ej(x, ί, ξ, τ)t=Sϊί<!Γ>\X)

holds for all j >0 ,

or that for all α, ad+ί9 β, βd+ι> (χ> t)^K and λ sufficiently large,
(2.32)

l^(A?£j(*> ^ f» τ

We prove (2.31) by induction on /. Note first that the recursion formula defining ej+l (for large λ(£, T)) may be written (for any positive integer N) in the
form
(2.33)

pej+1 = -

Σ ( Ύ in^^

where rjtN^Sl-(N8+J^p-8\X).
Choosing N>(p-S)~l + l we obtain rjt N e
5-ϋjDCP-i)(-χ)> and applying (2.8) and (2.9') we deduce that (2.32) is valid for
a=ad+1=β=βd+l=Q. We now use induction over increasing | a+β \
βd+1. Differentiation of (2.33) gives

(2 34)

+^S%:3

where the Cμ f μ r f + l f V f V έ f + 1 and the C'μtμ.d+ltVtVd+l are constants, the summation in the
first sum in the right hand side of (2.34) is extended over multi-indices μ, μd+ι,
v, vd+l such that μ<a, v<β, A6</+ι<αrf+1, vd+ι<βd+ι and \μ+ι>\+μj+ι+vd+ι>0,
and the second summation is extended over all μ<a, v<β, μd+ι<ocd+lί vd+ι<
βd+i Applying (2.9') and the induction hypothesis (2.32) for lower derivatives
of 6j+ίy (2.9') and the induction hypothesis (2.32) for ejy and the assumption
on rjιN, and dividing by p in accordance with (2.8), we conclude that the first
sum, second sum, and third term in (2.34), respectively, are each bounded by a
constant times χ-C/+i)(p-«)-|«|p-2α rf+ ιP+|ί|«+2^ +1 ί and (2.32) is proved.
From Theorem 2.1 and 2.2 we obtain at once

Y. KANNAI

Corollary 2.3. If the symbol p of the operator P^L{tft^(X) satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 2.1, then P is hypoelliptic and has a (right and left) parameo

,P,l/2

In section 4 we will use the following fact which was established in the
proof of Theorem 2.2.
Proposition 2.4. Let ay b, e satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 2.1. Let
eQ be equal to [a(x, t)e(x, t, ξ, τ)+b(x, t, ξ, r)]"1 for \(ξ, τ) large. Then
(2.35)

(ae+b)oe0-(ae+b)e0eS^Γιtt2\X)

The relation (2.35) follows from (2.29) (with p=ae+b) and (2.33), where
we also use (2.9), (2.30), and \p\ \e0\ =1. .
3. We shall derive here results concerning existence and uniqueness of
solutions of a Cauchy problem for a pseudo-differential equation in a cylindrical
domain. Note that the construction of a right parametrix in section 2 is not
enough for obtaining existence (even in the case of a compact manifold without
boundary), as the cokernel, while finite dimensional in the compact case, might
nevertheless be non-trivial. Moreover, the pseudo-local character of the operator under consideration calls for some care in the consideration of problems involving domains with boundaries. It turns out that both difficulties are overcome
via the realization of the fact that the operators which figure in the analysis of
parabolic equations are Volterra operators [2], [9], [10], [11]. To introduce and
discuss those latter operators we need several further definitions.
Given a J-dimensional manifold H and a real number Γ, set HT= {(#, £)e
HxR: t<T} . In [1] weighted Sobolev spaces were introduced, and their properties investigated, for general weight vectors. For our purposes here a simpler
representation is possible (compare also [9], [11]): for all s^R, denote by
s
d+1
H (R ) the space of temperate distributions u such that ft is a function and
the norm
(3.1)

INI! =

, λ2'(?> r)\ύ(ξ, τ)\>dξdτ

Λ +1

is finite, and by H+(Rd+1) the closed subspace of Hs(Rd+1) consisting of those u
for which u(x, t)=Q if ί<0. If H dRd we can define Hs(HxR) and Hϊ(HxR)
s
d+1
d+1
as the spaces of the restrictions of elements of H (R ) and H+(R ) respectively,
with the norms

where the infimum is extended over all extensions U of u. If H is a compact
manifold without boundary then one can define Hs(HxR) an.dH+(HxR) using
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appropriate systems of local cooradinates and partitions of unity. Given a compact subset σ of H, we denote by Hsσ(HxR) (Hs+<r(HxR)) the closed subspace
of Hs(HxR)(H+(HxR))
consisting of distributions with support in σXR.
Given a positive number Γ, we define H\HT)(HS+(HT), Hsσ(Hτ), H^(HT)) as the
space of distributions u^D'(HT) which are extendible to HxR such that an
extension U of u is an element of Hs(HxR)(Hί(HxR), Hsσ(HxR), Hs+σ(Hx
R)) and
IMI. = inf||Z7|L
where the infimum is extended over all such extensions.
In conformity to the usual terminology in system theory, we say that an
operator P^L^fPt8(X) is causal if, for all tQ^R and all φ&C%(X) such that
φ(x, t)=0 for t<tQ, we have (Pφ)(x, t)=0 for t<t0. Properly supported causal
operators extend rnaturally to H+(HT) (with values in D'(HT)), and all causal
operators extend to Hs+σ(Hτ).
Proposition 3.1. Let P^LχtPι8(X), and suppose that for every f^
the symbol pf(xy t, ξ, r) can be continued analytically to the half-plane Im τ<0 so
that (i) pf(xy t, ξ, T) is continuous in XxRdX {r: Imτ<0}, (ii) there exists a constant μ (which might depend onf] and for every (xy t)^X there exists a constant C
such that
(3.2)

\pf(x, ί, f, τ)| <Cλμ(f, r)

for

ξ^Rd, Imτ<0 .

Then P is causal.
Proof. Let φ^Co(X) and φ(x, t)=Q for t<tQ for a fixed tQ^R. Choose
/eC7(J¥) such that supp φd {(x, t ) : f ( x , t)=l} . Then for every (x, t)^X we
have
(3.3) (Pφ)(x, t) = P(fφ)(x, t) = (2*)-™ \\ e>*^pf(X, t, ξ, r)φ(ξ, r)dξdr .
The Paley-Wiener theorem implies that for every N>0 there exists C#>0 such
that for all ξ^Rd and complex numbers τ=τ3+/τ2 with τ2<0 we have
(3.4)

I φ(ξ, Tl+iV2

By (3.2), (3.4) and Cauchy's theorem we can move the T integration in (3.3)
to a line Imτ=τ 2 for a fixed τ2<0 and obtain the estimate
(3.5)

+l

I (Pφ)(x, t) I £CCN(2π)-« > \\ λ"-"(£, r^

If we choose N>μ+d+2 and let τ2-»— °° we find that (Pφ}(x, t)=0 if t<tg.
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A causal operator P^L^tPtS(X) is called a Volterra operator if w<0.
have (compare [9], [11]) the following:

We

Proposition 3.2. Let P^L^>Pt8(HT) be a properly supported Volterra
operator, and let 99 eC ?(//), g^H+(HT), s^R. Then there exists a unique
/e Γ\0<t<τHϊ(Ht) such that
(3.6)

Proof. Theorems 9.5 and 9.10 of [1] and m<0 imply that for every
(— oo, T), the operator ψ(t)φ(x)P is a compact operator in the Hubert
space H+(HT). We solve first the equation
(3.7)

f+*φPf=g

It suffices to show that the homogeneous equation /-{-ψφPf—0 has only
the trivial solution in H+(HT). For any real number a, the operator Λo, given
by
(3.8)

(Λίκ)(*, t) = (2nYl

(τ-ί)β/Vχ*, r)eitτdτ

where «A(#, r) is the partial Fourier transform of u with respect to the t variable,
is a causal operator in ££,P,s- If a<—m then Pl=AQΛ]rφP is a Volterra operator.
We turn now to estimate the norm of ψφP in H+(Ht) for Q<t<T. For
this we note that ΛjrφPu^Hs+<r(Ht) with σ = suρp9? and that a norm in
H\σ(Ht} may be given by the formula IM| J t ί =||L f Z7|| 0 f / where U is an extension
of u (supported at σ X {£]>0}) and Ls is given by
(3.9)

(L*U)(x, t) =

for the analyticity of (?2+ίτ+l)^2 in the half -plane Imτ>0 implies that the
restriction of LSU to Ht does not depend on the extension Z7. Note also that
Ls and Λg commute, and for w^H+(HxR)y and α>0,
(Λ5"«0(*, ί) =
so that

IIAiΓ wllS., < Jo
(' II Jo
Γ'^-ί'^-X*, ί'Mί'l
(3.10)

<tt'|Mlo,<

Hence
\\φ*Pu\\,.t = \\Uφ^Pu\\0,t =
(3.11)

DEGENERATE PARABOLIC BOUNDARY VALUE PRBOLEMS
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It follows from (3.11) that the solution f ( x , t) of the equation
is equal to the zero element of Hϊ(HTQ) if 0<Γo/2<Ci'1. Iteration of the argument proves that / = 0 in Ht. By Fredholm's alternative, the equation (3.7) is
uniquely solvable. Moreover, (3.11) implies that if g(x, £) = 0 for 0<t<t0 then
/(#, 0 = 0 for 0<f<f 0 Let now ψf .eCj(— oo, T) be such that ψ g.(/) = l in a
neighborhood of /e[0, ίj, /=!, 2 for 0<£1<Z2<Γ, and let ff be the unique
solution of fi+^i<pPfi=g> ί=l, 2. Then /i(#, t)=f2(x, t) for ί<f lβ Thus we
can constructive, t) (the solution of (3.6)) to be the common value of the solutions of (3.7) for those -ψ* which are identically equal to 1 in a neighborhood of
[0, t]. By causality of P, / defined in this way satisfies (3.6).
Combining Propositions 3.1 and 3.2 with some arguments from the proof
of Theorem 2.2, we can deduce solvability of the equation Pu=f in Hi(Ht), say,
if the symbol p(x, t, £, r) satisfy the conditions of Proposition 3.1 and Theorem
2.2 and the symbol p(x, t, ξ, r) never vanishes for ξ^Rd, Im τ<0. We will not
give the details here, as a stronger result will be proved in the next section (in
the process of proving Theorem 4.3).
4. Let Ω be an open, bounded subset of R* (or of an w-dimensional smooth
manifold) with a C°° boundary 9Ω. Let L be a second order parabolic operator,
(4.1)

Lu(X, t) =

ot

- Σ «,,(*, t)
-+Σ *,(*, t)+c(X, t)u
i j=ι
oXiOXj
«=ι
GXj

where aijy b{, c^C°°(ΏxR+) for !</,/<w, and the elliptic part of L is strongly
elliptic, i.e.,

(4.2)

. Re (ij*,/*, f)f ,£,)>()
»,y=ι

n

for all (Xy t)^ΠxR+ and ξ^R \{0} . This is equivalent to L being parabolic
(compare [10], [11]): For all ξ (ΞRn andT eC with Im τ<0, | f | + |τ|>0,
(4.3)

Boundary value problems for L have been studied in [3] and in [10] via
pseudo-differential operators on the boundary; we introduce some further notation in order to summarize the information needed for our purposes.
Let H and X be as in section 2. (We write down explicitly the definition
for XdRd, with obvious modifications if H is a manifold.) Denote by C" the
set of complex numbers with non-positive imaginary part, and by Sm(X) the
class of functions p(x, ty ξ, τ)^C°°(XxRd+l) which are the boundary values of
functions defined and continuous on XxRdχC~ and holomorphic in r for
Imτ<0, and such that there exists a sequence of functions pj(xy t, ξ, T),
;=0, 1, — , satisfying

12
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(i) p j <=C°°(XxRd+1\ {0} ), pj is the boundary values of a function defined
and continuous on Xx(RdxC~\{0, 0}) and holomorphic in T for
Imτ<0,
(ii) pj(x, t, λg, λ2τ) = λ -'ίy(*, t, I, T) for all λ>0, (x, ί)eX, (g, τ)e
# J XC-\{0, 0}.
(iii) For every compact subset K of X, pair of ^-dimensional multi-indices
#, /? and two non-negative integers ad+1, βd+ί and for every positive
integer N there exists a constant C such that

(4 4) \P$.%:$(*> *> £> τ)
whenever (a,f, g, TjeJCxJR*" and λ(g, τ)>l.
Note that Sm(X) is a subset of iSJj.oi-X). It was proved in [10] that pm is
invariant under diίFeomorphisms of H.
Let N be a C°° unit vector field defined in a neighborhood of 9Ω, transversal to 9Ω and pointing to the exterior of Π (this includes as special cases the
unit normal or conormal vector fields). If weC2(ΠΓ) we denote by γ0w the
restriction of u to (9Ω)Γ and by ^u the restriction of Nu to (9Ω)Γ.
Proposition 4.1. (i) The linear maps γ, extend continuously to bounded
linear maps of {u<^Hl(ΩT}, Lu=0 in Ω,τ} into ίίΓy"(1/2)((9Ω)Γ)/ory=0, 1, stΞR',
(ii) For every s<=R and w<=Hϊ((dΩ,)τ) there exists a unique u^H^^2\flT} such
that Lu=Q in Ωτ and γ0u = wy (iii) The linear map Q\ weίf+^ΘΩJ^-^γ^e
H*jΓl((dΩ)τ) (where u is the solution of Lu=0 in Ωτ and γ0w=z0) is a pseudodifferential operator in £λ,ι,o((9Ω)Γ) with symbol q^Sl((dΩ)τ).
The leading term
<lι(x'> t, ζΊ τ) of q can be computed at an element (x'y t, ξ't T) of the cotangent
bundle Γ*(9ΩxΛ) with (£', τ)Φ(0, 0), x'<=dΩ, t<T, as follows: Choose a local
coordinate system in an Rn+1 neighborhood of (#', t) in which Ω is given by Λ:Λ>0,
9Ω— {(x'y 0)} where x'=(x19 •••, xn^) and N= — QIQxn. Then q1 is the solution of
the quadratic equation
(4.5)

r

r

f

Σ ajk(x , ήξ'jξί+i Σ (anj(x , t)+ajn(x , t))q&-anu(x', t}ql+ir = 0

j,k = l

;=1

which satisfies Re y^O.
Proof. Statement (i) is a special case of Proposition (29) in [10]. Statement (ii) is the well-known solvability of the mixed initial-boundary value
problem for parabolic equations with vanishing Cauchy data at t= 0 (and can be
proved by the results of sections 2 and 3 above, compare also [2], [3] and [10]).
Statement (iii) follows from the discussion in page 69 of [10]. In fact, the
i(x
q
n
function e ''^~ ** is a solution of the "frozen" differential equation, and is
92
bounded in xn>Q if Re <7!>0. The- assumption (4.2) that Σ7,y-ι%(^, ^ . .
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is strongly elliptic implies that the equation (4.5) has exactly one root with a
positive real part. Hence the symbol of the Calderon projector consists of
projecting the Cauchy data %>, rγl at xn=Q onto the subspace generated by the
Cauchy data of ei(/'^-qιXn+iτ.
Let now a(x, t) and b(xy t) be (complex- valued) C°° functions defined on
9Ω X R+ and consider the degenerate initial boundary value problem
(4.6)

(4.7)

Lu = g(x, t)

in

Ω X R+

a(x, t)(Nu)(x, t)+b(x, t)u(x, ΐ) = f ( x , t)

(4.8)

u(x, 0) = fψ?)

on

in Ω ,

where g(x, t)<ΞC"(ΠxR+)yf(x, t)<=C°°(daxR+) and ί/0
We assume that the data satisfy the following compatibility conditions (compare [8]):
(4.9)

or

x, 0) = -j^[aN(u)+bu\(x, 0) ,

*GΞ9Ω, k = 0, 1, -

or

where the right hand side is computed explicitly by successive use of Leibniz
rule, (4.6) and (4.8). Note that it suffices to solve (4.6)-(4.8) in Ωx[0, T) for
some TX), for one can then obtain the solution for all t£ΞR+ by iterations.
Let h(x, t) e C°°(9Ω X R+) satisfy the compatibility conditions for the mixed
Cauchy-Dirichlet problem (i.e., for ό=l, a = 0 and h replacing/) and let v(x, t)
be the solution of the problem

(4. 10)

Lv = g(xy t)

(4.11)

v(x, t) = h(x, t)

(4.12)

v(x, 0) = fψ?)

in Ω X R+
on

9ΩxΛ+

in Ω.

Replacing u by u— v and noting that the mixed Cauchy-Dirichlet problem is
well-posed, we see that we may, as we will from now on, consider the problem
(4.6)-(4.8) in the case that g(x, f) = 0 in ΠχR+ and uQ(x) = 0 in Ω (/ being
modified by subtracting a(Nv)+bv). Then the restriction of the problem (4.6)(4.8) to Ωx[0, T) is equivalent by Proposition 4.1 (and after extending a(x, t)
and b(x, t) to 9Ωx(— oo, T)) to the following problem: Find weC°°((9Ω)Γ)
such that z0 = 0 for ί<0 and
(4.13)

a(x, t)(Qιo)(x, t)+b(x, t)zϋ(x, t) =f(x, t)

in

(9Ω)Γ

flkf
(Note that the compatibility conditions and UQ= 0, ^=0 imply that —ί-(x, t)=0
ot*
for #e9Ω, ί=0, k—Q9 1, •••.) By Proposition 4.1 (iii), (4.13) is a pseudodifferential equation on (9Ω)Γ of the form^>(#, ί, Dx, Df)u(x, t)=f(x, t) where
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(4.14)

p(x, t, f, T) = a(x, t)q(xy t, ξ, τ)+b(x, t) .

We wish to apply the results of sections 2 and 3 (with d=n— 1, H—QΩ, X=
(9Ω)Γ). To do so we assume that a(x, t) satisfies (2.4), i.e., the zeros of a are
multiple relative to x. We assume also that there exists a positive 6 such that
(4.15)

I arglX*, f)ίι(*, ί, f , τ)/δ(*, t)] \ <π-B

for (x, t, ξ, τ)e 3n*(8ΩχJ?+), (£, τ)Φθ such that the argument is well defined.
Proposition 4.2. // a and b satisfy (2.4), (4.15) and do not vanish simultaneously, then the symbol p(x, t, ξ, T) defined in (4.14) satisfies the assumptions of
Theorem 2.1, the operator aQ+b has a (right and left) parametrix and is hypoelliptic on the boundary QΩxR and the solutions of the initial boundary value
problem (4.6)-(4.8) are C°° smooth.
Proof. By Proposition 4.1, Theorems 2.1 and 2.2, and Corollary 2.3, it
suffices to prove the first assertion. Set p=l, δ— 0, H=dΩ, e—q, d—n—\, and
X=(dΩ)τ. By definition
^ *' ^' ^= q^°9 *'
= ?ι(^ι t, ξ, τ)+r(x, t, ξ, r)

(4 16)

where r^S\X) and q1 is given by (4.5), so that
(4.17)
and Re g^O.

(x, t, ξ, r) - \(ξ , τ)qι(x, ί, ζ\~\ξ, r), τλ"2(f , T))

qι

Hence there exists a constant c>0 such that

(4.18)

k(*>*>£>τ)|>cλ(£,τ)

if (x, t) e 9Ω X [0, T) and λ(f , T) > c.
(4.19)

It follows that

l^g;S(*.i,f.r

which is equivalent to (2.5). The inequality (2.6) follows from the non-vanishing of \a\ + \b\ and (4.18). By (4.16), (4.17) and (4.18),
(4.20)

lim [arg ?1(*, ί, f , τ)-arg ^ ί, f, T)] - 0

λCf »Ό~^°°

uniformly in 8ΩX [0, Γj. Thus (2.7) follows from (4.15).
Proposition 4.2 provides the extension to the parabolic case of results obtained in sections 2 and 3 of [7] in the elliptic case. To get existence (not just
modulo a finite dimensional subspace) and uniqueness we strengthen the assumption (4.15) to: There exists a positive 6 such that
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I arglX*, f)ίι(*, *, ξ, τ)lb(x9 t)] \ <π-β

for (Λ?, ί, £ , τ)e Γ*"(9ΠxΛ) (where Γ*"(9Ωx Λ) is the set of complex cotangent
vectors such that ξ is real, τeC~), (f, τ)φ(0, 0) and the argument is welldefined.
Theorem 4.3. Let a and b satisfy (2.4) and (4.21) and assume further that
a and b do not vanish simultaneously. Then the initial boundary value problem
(4.6)-(4.8) has a unique solution in C°°(Ωx#+).
Proof.

By Propositions 4.1 and 4.2 and using the same argument as in

the beginning of the proof of Proposition 4.2 we see that it suffices to prove that
for every Γ>0, s^R and /eAΓ+((9Ω)Γ) there exists a unique element
such that
(4.22)

on (8Λ)Γ .

aQw+bw=f

Note that the uniqueness theorem for the mixed Cauchy-Dirichlet problem for
the operator L in ΩxR+ implies that the operator Q is causal. (Hence the
operator aQ+b is also causal.) Set
(4.23)

g(χ, t, ξ, r) = qι(x, t, ξ, r~i) .

Then q&C-^dtyrXR^xR), and is holomorphic in r for Imτ<0 (actually for
Imτ<l). For every pair of (n— 1) dimensional multi-indices a, β and every
pair of non-negative integers any βu, and for real ξ, T such that \(ξ, T) is large
enough, we expand ?i(£f £*)(#, *, ?, τ—i) according to Taylor's theorem and
obtain the formula

(424)

+

(

By homogeneity,

(4.25)

2

g; « J(*, ί, fλ-»(f , r), (τ-»)λ- (^, T))

?1

>C n

The argument of the right hand side 9i(β β \~

of (4.25) lies in a compact subset

of T*-(9ΩxΛ) if 0<*<1, λ(£, τ)^l+δ for S>0, and (xy t)&K where K is
compact subset of QΩxR. Hence (4.4) is satisfied, q^S\dΩ), and $— q(=—ql
+j1-ί)e52il§β((aΩ)Γ). By (4.21),
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(4.26)

I arg [*(*, ήq(x, t, f, τ)/b(x, t)] \ <π-8
1

1

for all (x, t, ξ, τ)e((9Ω) Γ )xΛ«- xC -) such that α(*, f)Φθ, b(x, f)Φθ. By
assumption, α and b do not vanish simultaneously, so that (2.6) is satisfied with
q=e. Hence (as in (2.8))
(4.27)

I a(x, t)9(x, t, ξ, r)+b(xy t) \ > C,
n

1

for all (Λ?, *, f, τ)e(9Ω) Γ xJR - xC-. Note that the analog of (2.9) holds for
aq+b as the "elliptic" symbol q satisfies (2.5) for real T and ρ=l, δ—0. Arguing
as in the proof of Theorem 2.2 (with p—1, δ=4), we conclude that the symbol
(4.28)

r(X,t,ξ,τ) =

a(x, t)g(x, t, ξ, τ)+b(x, t)

is an element of *Sχfia/2((9Λ)Γ), and by (4.27) and Proposition 3.1 the pseudodifferential operator J2eLλfltl/2((3Ω)τ) (given by the symbol r) is causal, and the
symbol of (aQ+b)R—I is given by
(aq+b)or-l = [(aq+b)or-(aq+b)r]+a(q-q)r
(4.29)

[a(q-q}or-a(q-q)r] =

+

By proposition 2.4 (here e0=r) p^S^l^dΩ,)^. By (4.28) arq=l—br<=
5χfla/2((9Ω)Γ). But the principal symbol ql of q is invertible of degree 1. Hence
αreSλtι>1/2((9Ω)Γ), and the fact that q— q e Sjίl§β((9, Ω)Γ) implies that ^)2e
Sλ.ι.ι/2((9Ω)Γ). By (2.26) Ae5λy.2ι/2((9Ω)Γ). It follows that the operator
V=(aQ+b)R— I is a Volterra operator, and by Proposition 3.2 (where we put
φ = 1 by compactness of 9Ω) the equation
(4.30)

(/+*>=/

has a unique solution vG r\0<t<TH+((dti)t) for all / in H+((dΩ)T). Thus
w=Rv^i n0</<r^+((9Ω)ί) is a solution of (4.22). By a similar argument (or by
J
passing to adjoints) we can show that the operator V'=R(aQ Γb)— I is a Volterra
operator. Hence there is only one solution w for the equation

(4.31)

(/+ F> = R(aQ+b) w - Rf

in the appropriate space.
EXAMPLE 1. Let the coefficients of Lu be real-valued, let aij=aji and let
N be the conormal vector field. Then (in a coordinate system where Ω is
defined by #n>0) we have (compare (1.5) in [6])
dx,
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and if we choose coordinates so as to have 7V= — 9/9#n it follows that ajn=Sjn on
the boundary. It follows from (4.5) that in this case qι=\/a+ib where a is
non-negative if ξ'^Rn~l, re C~.

Hence |arg^|<— , and (4.21) is satisfied

whenever the functions a and b do not vanish simultaneously and there exists a
positive £ such that | arg [u(x, t)lb(x, t)] \ <— — 6 for (x, t) e 9Ω X R such that αΦ 0,
4
iφO. This condition is satisfied if a, 6>0 (the case considered in [6] and [8]),
but the non-negativity or even the reality of a and b are irrelevant-one can take
e.g. a real (with odd multiple roots) and b purely imaginary. Moreover, the
condition (2.4) restricts the zeros of a to be multiple only with respect to the
space variables; the zeros can be simple with respect to t (intuitively, the order
of the zero with respect to the variable in X should be higher than the order of
the symbol with respect to the dual variable, and q1 is of order % with respect to
r). Thus a=t—ΐQ and b=i (0<t0< T) or a=xk (ί—t0) for k>2 and b=i satisfy
all conditions.
EXAMPLE 2. In general it follows from the homogeneity of ql and the fact
that Re (ftX) on the compact set where X(£, T) — 1 that there exists a positive
8 such that | a r g f t | < — - — .
Δl

Thus (4.21) can be satisfied if |arg(*/δ)| >

Ll

— + — . Once more a and b do not have to be real and non-negative.
Zr

Δi

REMARK 1. The methods of this paper work equally well if we consider
non-cylindrical domains (compare [10] and [11]).
REMARK 2. Using similar methods we can allow b to be a pseudo-differential
operator of order zero (and not just a multiplication operator), if we impose appropriate ellipticity conditions near the zeros of a(x, ί).
REMARK 3. Extending our theory to systems, we could treat degenerate
boundary value problems for higher order operators. The conditions become
however much more complicated.
REMARK 4. One can define the concept of a hypoelliptic boundary value
problem in analogy to the definition in [7] and show that problems satisfying
the conditions of Proposition 4.2 are actually hypoelliptic.
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